Local supersymmetry transformations are used to generate solutions of the Dirac equation in the presence of instantons. We show that all spin l/2 zero--eigenvalue modes for an isovector fermion in an N-instanton field can be obtained by spacetime dependent supersymmetry transformations, and that through additional supersymmetry operations these can be used to generate zero-eigenvalue solutions to the small-fluctuations problem for the Yang-Mills field. Similar problems for supergravity theories with a gravitational instanton are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION .-
Recently, considerable attention has been given to the problem of constructing zero-efgenvalue modes of the Dirac operator 1-4 in the presence of an instanton field. 5 ' 6 In particular , Jackiw and Rebbi' have constructed the 4N zero-eigenvalue modes for an isovector fermion in an N-instanton field. It has been noted that four of these modes can be obtained by global supersymmetry transformations of the N-instanton solution itself 192 and this has been further discussed by Zumino. 7 As we shall show in Section II below, all 4N zero-eigenvalue solutions can be - 
where Aa is an N-instanton solution. 596 P Performing an infinitesimal local supersymmetry transformation on this solution gives 11
where F a is the N-instanton field tensor and 2 PV = t [Y/y r,l * Because of the PV local supersymmetry of the system, 6sa = $a will satisfy the linearized field equation for ga which, due to the supergravity coupling is now 11 provided e(x) satisfied (2.5). The introduction of supergravity fields was just a device to lead us to this result.
Two obvious solutions to Eq. (2.5) are E(X) = u and E(X) = y. xu P-8) where u is a constant spinor. When substituted into Eq. (2.6) they give the four solutions which have previously been generated by global supersymmetry transformations. 192 Since the tensor F a PV is self-dual for the N-instanton solution, Z a WFPV acts as a left-handed chiral projection operator.
For this reason it is convenient to introduce a two-component notation. We define'
and we find that Eq. (2.6) gives left-handed solutions to the Dirac equation (2.9)
Furthermore, this relation can be inverted to give E (x) = Fp; apv zi):
( 1 We have thus generated zero-eigenvalue modes of the Rarita-Schwinger equation in the background gravitational field given by ea P by local supersymmetry transformation in analogy with our treatment of the Dirac equation in Section II.
However, an important difference between the two cases is that supersymmetry is a gauge symmetry of the Rarita-Schwinger equation. As a result, even if we fix a gauge for the Rarita-Schwinger field (like Y~$~=O), we find that the solutions of Eq. (4.2) are pure gauges and are not physically relevant.
A similar problem arises when we treat small fluctuations of the gravitational field around the background field e" P. Suppose we have a physical solution to
Eq. (4.3) (not a pure gauge), $P. Recall that in Section III we noted that our Dirac solutions had zero isocurrent and so they formed along with the instanton field a solution to the coupled Yang-Mills-Dirac system. We then generated zero-eigen- an overall factor $ y $ which will vanish in Euclidean space since we choose h dP +P to be a chiral eigenstate, y5$P = + $P. Therefore, for variations around such solutions we have invariance of the Rarita-Schwinger-Einstein system itself.
Note that just as in the Yang-Mills case, for a $P of one chirality only those components of 7 having opposite chirality will enter into Eq. (4.6) for 6e" P'
The variation Then, since $p is a chiral eigenstate we can easily show that 6u, pab Of Eq' f4* g, is self-dual (or anti-self-dual).
A self-dual spin connection will in turn generate a self-dual curvature R ,uvab'
However, we now run into the problem of isolating from the zero-eigenvalue modes of Eq. (4.8) those which are physical and not just pure gauges. We have no general procedure for doing this and so have been unable to establish a gauge invariant method for counting these modes.
